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What is the issue?
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Textiles: Infection & transmission

 Textiles provide a large hosting surface area for 
bacteria and viruses, benefiting their carryover

 Many viruses and bacteria are pathogens that can 
lead to severe sickness and mortality

 Thousands of deaths every year can result from 
transmission of pathogens [1]

 Viruses and bacteria can remain active on textile 
surfaces from days to months [2]

 E.g. Research has shown that the human coronavirus 
(SARS-CoV) can persist for up to 2 days on surgical 
gowns at room temperature.[3]

1) K.Sack “Hospital Infection Problem Persists”, New York Times (April 13, 2010).
2) A.Kramer, I.Schwebke, G.Kampf (2006) "How long do nosocomial pathogens persist on inanimate surfaces? A 

systematic review", BMC Infectious Diseases, 6(130).
3) Kampf, G., Todt, D., Pfaender, S. and Steinmann, E., 2020. Persistence of coronaviruses on inanimate surfaces and 

its inactivation with biocidal agents. Journal of Hospital Infection. 151515



What are viruses and bacteria?
Viruses Bacteria

Definition

 Infectious substances
(DNA or RNA)

 Usually infect specific cell types (of plants, animals, 
humans)

 Mostly harmful and can cause diseases

 Single cell organisms
 Natural part of environment, and present in 

large numbers inside and on the outside of 
the human body

 Mostly harmless, but some bacteria can 
cause harmful diseases

Types

 Enveloped
(by a lipid, fatty, cholesterol rich membrane), more 
than 60% of all existing pathogenic viruses

 Non-enveloped

 Gram positive
 Gram negative

Size* 20-300 nm About 1‘000 nm

Replication By invading a living host cell which replicates and 
releases the new virions

Rapidly by cell division

Examples

Coronavirus, Human and avian influenza virus (H1N1, 
H5N1), Herpes simplex virus, Hepatitis virus, HIV

Gram pos.: Staphylococcus aureus, MRSA 
("golden staph"), MSSA; Gram neg.: Escherichia 
coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Salmonella 
typhimurium

Diseases COVID-19, Influenza, Chickenpox, SARS, HIV Food poisoning, Meningitis, Pneumonia

16* Lakna, «Difference Between Bacteria and Virus», 2017, Pediaa



What is the solution?
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HeiQ Viroblock NPJ03 – Antiviral textile technology

 Breakthrough combination of two synergistic HeiQ 
technologies:
 HeiQ’s patented and registered silver technology for 

antiviral and antibacterial effect
 HeiQ’s patent pending fatty vesicle technology as a 

booster that mechanically destroys viruses

 HeiQ Viroblock NPJ03 kills bacteria and destroys 
common harmful viruses (such as influenza and 
coronavirus) in minutes

 Effective protection against contamination and 
transmission of viruses and bacteria that use 
textiles as a hosting surface
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Effective in 
MINUTES

A

B



Silver component attracts and binds the virus

 Small silver particles are potent antibacterial and 
antiviral agents due to high surface area to volume 
ratio and unique chemical and physical properties 5)

 Small silver particles are effective against viruses, 
effectively eliminating them following short 
exposure of isolated viruses to silver 5)

 Like a magnet, silver attracts the oppositely charged 
viruses and binds permanently to their sulfur 
groups (forming silver sulfide)  the virus is 
immobilized

 HeiQ small silver particles contribute to a broad-
spectrum of antiviral mechanisms that are not 
prone to inducing resistance
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5) Stefania Galdiero et. al. (2011) “Silver Nanoparticles as Potential Antiviral Agents”, molecules 2011, 16, 8894-8918.
6) Egger et. al., 2009. Antimicrobial properties of a novel silver-silica nanocomposite material. Appl. Environ. Microbiol., 75(9), pp.2973-2976.

A) Transmission electron micrograph showing an amorphous silicon 
dioxide aggregate particle (gray structure) together with numerous 
supported silver metal particles (dark spots). (B) Scanning transmission 
electron micrograph of the structure shown in panel A, providing better 
contrast between the silica structure (gray) and the silver metal particles 
(bright spots). (C) Higher magnification of the region in panel B enclosed 
in a box. The silver metal particles are typically between 1 and 10 nm in 
diameter.6)

A



Vesicle component destroys the virus

 HeiQ Viroblock vesicle technology 
(Liposomes) works as a booster

 The fatty spherical vesicle technology 
functions by directly targeting the lipid 
envelope (membrane) surrounding the 
virus

 The vesicle technology helps to deplete 
the viral membrane of its cholesterol 
content thereby destroying the virus

 The vesicles rapidly destroy the virus 
through a physical contact mechanism 
(cholesterol sink)
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HeiQ Viroblock vesicle 
structure (with no 
content of cholesterol)

Cholesterol in
(lipid) membrane

Virus
(with high content of cholesterol)

Lipid bilayer

B



Untreated fabric

How does it work?
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 Textiles treated with HeiQ Viroblock actively inhibit 
viruses and kill bacteria upon contact on the surface

 By keeping the textile free of viable viruses and 
bacteria, HeiQ Viroblock treated textiles help to 
minimize the potential for re-transmission of 
pathogens from textiles

 Textiles provide an ideal surface for 
harboring viruses and bacteria

 Viruses and bacteria are re-transmitted from 
the textile (eg. contact with other surfaces)

HeiQ Viroblock treated fabric

Bacteria
Bacteria

Virus
Virus



Antiviral efficacy test results (ISO 18184)

Nonwoven* material for disposable masks treated with HeiQ Viroblock NPJ03: 
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The HeiQ ViroblockNPJ03 treated nonwoven 
material shows excellent antiviral efficacy!

*FA2040 nonwoven material

ID Agent Log reduction % reduction

LS20-00319-6 H3N2 (Human Influenza A) 4.72 99.99%



Aerosol challenge test

HeiQ Viroblock FFP2 face masks (untreated control vs. treated)

41* Delta improvement: Difference in log reduction of ∆ = 1 indicates 10x; ∆ = 2 indicates 100x

Log reduction % reduction

Study ID Agent Control HeiQ 
Viroblock ∆ * Control HeiQ 

Viroblock

798-110 H1N1 (Human Influenza A) 3.63 5.38 >50x 99.9766% 99.9996%

798-111 H5N1 (Avian Influenza A) 2.86 4.86 100x 99.862% 99.999%

798-112 229E (Human Coronavirus) 2.90 4.48 >30x 99.874% 99.997%

798-114 H7N9 (2013 Influenza A) 1.93 4.24 >200x 98.825% 99.994%

798-115 RSV (Respiratory Syncytial 
Virus) 1.40 3.10 >50x 96.02% 99.92%

798-116 Mycobacterium terrae 
(ATCC 15755) 0.26 1.98 >50x 45.05% 98.95%

HeiQ Viroblock FFP2 masks* show significantly (>30 times) 
improved reduction in virus infectivity.

Effective against key virus types: H1N1, H5N1, H7N9, 
Coronavirus (229E), and RSV

HeiQ Viroblock face masks



HeiQ Viroblock
Consumer Benefits
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HeiQ Viroblock ingredient brand and hangtag
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Requirements to use HeiQ Ingredient Brand elements:

 Fabric testing: The HeiQ treated fabric has to be tested prior to the 
hangtag application. 
 A test report needs to be submitted for HeiQ’s review.
 Acceptable tests for HeiQ Viroblock treated fabrics: ISO 20743

 Trademark license agreement: Use of the hangtags requires adherence to HeiQ’s standard license 
agreement. Providing the brand company name and contact person is mandatory.

 Strict product label claim approval by HeiQ required (no direct or implied healthcare claims allowed!)

HeiQ Viroblock logo SWISS TECH INSIDE logo
Sewn-in label

HeiQ Viroblock
hangtag



HeiQ Switzerland
HeiQ Materials AG
Ruetistrasse 12
8952 Schlieren (Zurich)
Switzerland

Phone: +41 56 250 68 50
Fax: +41 56 250 68 41
info@heiq.com

www.heiq.com

HeiQ China
HeiQ Materials Company Limited 
Shanghai
Room 2011, Xuhui Commercial 
Mansion, No. 168 Yude Road, 
Shanghai
China

HeiQ Australia
HeiQ Australia Pty. Ltd.
P.O. Box 940
Geelong VIC 3220
Australia

Differentiate.
Innovate.

HeiQ USA
HeiQ ChemTex Inc.
P.O. Box 5228
Concord, NC 28027
USA

HeiQ Taiwan
HeiQ Company Limited
No. 14, Ln. 50, Wufu 1st Rd.
Luzhu District
Taoyuan City 33850
Taiwan (R.O.C.)

HeiQ Portugal
c/o Idvance Consulting, LDA
Rua Dr.Joaquim Nogueira dos 
Santos, nº852, 5
4475-474 Maia
Portugal

Follow us:
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https://www.instagram.com/heiqmaterials/
https://www.facebook.com/HeiQMaterialsTextileInnovation/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/heiq
https://twitter.com/heiq_materials
https://www.youtube.com/user/HeiQmaterials
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